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Read the technology book that’s about the content, 
not the computer. Literature and the Web is a 
guide for English teachers looking for tools to boost 
engagement and improve students’ responses to 
literature.

Robert Rozema and Allen Webb show you how to 
tap into students’ love for the net to find deeper 
meaning in literary texts. Rozema and Webb’s 
proven strategies harness the power of the Web to:

✸   guide students into the world of the story

✸   develop their close reading ability

✸   scaffold their understanding of a text’s  
social, cultural, and historical contexts

✸   provide them with authentic opportunities  
to respond to the text.

From novels to short stories to poetry. From mythology to Milton to Orwell. Literature and the Web has ideas that will help 
crack open texts for any reader. Each of its chapters presents a different online strategy for guiding students through widely 
taught texts and even includes ways to use Web-based ideas in an offline setting. And Rozema and Webb provide blueprints 
for dozens of lessons, activities, and projects that are detailed enough to use tomorrow yet flexible enough for any context.
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—Sara B. Kajder, author of the tech-Savvy engliSh claSSroom

“ What it means to read and Write has changed, making this an exhilarating 
and daunting time to be an english teacher. as teachers, robert rozema 
and allen Webb understand this and offer a vision of hoW to teach With 
emerging tools in Ways that amplify student learning.” 
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A former high school English teacher in Grand Rapids, Michigan, roBert rozema is a professor 
of English education at Grand Valley State University. Past Chair of the Assembly of Computers in 
English, he has published in the English Journal and English Education, presented at the National 
Council of the Teachers of English on a range of technology-related topics, and won national 
recognition for his use of virtual worlds in teaching literature.

After teaching secondary English in Portland, Oregon, allen WeBB is a professor of literature and 
English education at Western Michigan University. He works closely with teachers to address the 
teaching of literature and has published three books and over thirty articles on the topic. Author 
of the State of Michigan 9–12 Content Standards for English and a frequent presenter at state and 
national conferences, his research on using technology in the classroom has won numerous grants 
and awards.
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You may also be interested in...

Engaging Adolescent Learners
A Guide for Content-Area Teachers
ReLeah Cossett Lent, FoRewoRd by bRian CambouRne

978-0-325-00843-1 / 2006 / 176pp / $19.50

Steeped in research and chock-full of learning ideas with titles to support instruction, Engaging 

Adolescent Learners is a must-have for principals, teachers, and staff developers.

 —Cris Tovani, Author of I Read It, But I Don’t Get It 

Let Releah Lent help you transform your classrooms. With Engaging Adolescent Learners at your 

side, you’ll have everything you need to help even the most reluctant students find a way to 

learn that works for them.

Response & Analysis, Second Edition
Teaching Literature in Secondary School
RobeRt e. PRobst

978-0-325-00716-8 / 2004 / 320pp / $28.00

Teachers who have long trusted Bob Probst’s techniques for engaging student readers will be 

excited to find that Response & Analysis, Second Edition, invites them into a new dialogue about 

teaching literature, while new readers will discover how this comprehensive guide uses best 

practice literature instruction to help teens make the most of the magical moments they share 

with authors.


